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1. Introduction

A number of tools have been derived from the analysis of the

electron density 1 in a molecular system, for example, the
quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM),[1] the electron

localization function (ELF),[2] and the localized electron detector
(LED).[3] These techniques are useful for the interpretation of

quantum-chemical computations by extracting pieces of infor-
mation that may be connected to simple concepts used by
chemists, such as atoms linked by bonds. The implementation

of such analysis may also provide a valuable theoretical sup-
port to challenging experimental electronic structures. The
noncovalent interaction (NCI)[4] approach, another local ED-
based descriptor developed by one of the present authors, is

one of the modern tools for chemical-bonding analysis. It is ex-

clusively given in terms of electron density 1 (ED) and its gradi-
ent. Although the NCI approach is able to reveal covalent

bonding patterns,[5] it is usually devoted to the visualization of
weak interactions, for which previous tools were conspicuously

failing. This approach provides a direct three-dimensional rep-
resentation in the form of closed domains that highlight the
spatial localization of the interactions within the chemical

system. In these pictures, through the application of the NCI
index, the nature of the interaction can be visually associated
in practice to a color code directly related to electron density
derivatives: red for strongly repulsive, green for van der Waals,

and blue for strongly attractive interactions. Among others,
NCI applications cover organic chemistry,[6] inorganic chemis-

try,[7] biomolecules,[8] solids,[9] and crystallography.[10]

The original formulation of NCI, although very useful to
detect the existence of noncovalent interactions, has only a

semi-quantitative value. One of the present authors has previ-
ously published results in which the integration of an ED func-

tion over noncovalent regions reproduces rather well the hy-
drogen-bonding potential of selected dimers along the whole

energy potential (infinite distance, equilibrium distance, and re-

pulsion wall).[11] More recently, Saleh et al.[12] have obtained
good correlations between complex stabilization energies and

kinetic energy densities integrated within reduced density gra-
dient isosurfaces. However, these relations are limited to dimer

interactions with a similar physical origin. In a very recent de-
velopment,[13] considering a frozen electron density (promolec-

Extraction of the chemical interaction signature from local de-
scriptors based on electron density (ED) is still a fruitful field of
development in chemical interpretation. In a previous work

that used promolecular ED (frozen ED), the new descriptor, dg,
was defined. It represents the difference between a virtual
upper limit of the ED gradient ( r1IGM

44 44, IGM = independent
gradient model) that represents a noninteracting system and

the true ED gradient ( r1j j). It can be seen as a measure of
electron sharing brought by ED contragradience. A compelling

feature of this model is to provide an automatic workflow that
extracts the signature of interactions between selected groups
of atoms. As with the noncovalent interaction (NCI) approach,

it provides chemists with a visual understanding of the interac-

tions present in chemical systems. r1IGM
44 44 is achieved simply

by using absolute values upon summing the individual gradi-
ent contributions that make up the total ED gradient. Hereby,

we extend this model to relaxed ED calculated from a wave
function. To this end, we formulated gradient-based partition-

ing (GBP) to assess the contribution of each orbital to the total
ED gradient. We highlight these new possibilities across two
prototypical examples of organic chemistry: the unconvention-
al hexamethylbenzene dication, with a hexa-coordinated
carbon atom, and b-thioaminoacrolein. It will be shown how a

bond-by-bond picture can be obtained from a wave function,
which opens the way to monitor specific interactions along re-
action paths.
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ular density), we have proposed a supplementary tool, denot-
ed as the independent gradient model (IGM), which leads to

another noninteracting reference. It has been also associated
to the ED gradient, which leads to the new descriptor dg that

identifies and quantifies the ED gradient softening due to in-
teractions. Compared with NCI, an attractive feature of this

new methodology is to provide a workflow that automatically
extracts the signature of interactions between selected groups

of atoms. Herein, we go beyond promolecular densities and

propose a systematic procedure to reveal the interaction be-
tween chosen atom pairs from an electronic wave function.

1.2. Background

The NCI strategy has been developed to reveal and visualize
interactions based on the troughs that appear in the reduced

density gradient 2D plot s 1ð Þ (the NCI descriptor) [Eq. (1)]:

s 1ð Þ ¼ r1 rð Þj j
2 3p2ð Þ1

31 rð Þ4=3
ð1Þ

This function is used in generalized gradient approximations
within the density functional theory to incorporate inhomoge-

neity corrections to the electron density.[14, 15] The norm r1j j of
the ED gradient is one critical ingredient of this calculation. In

this plot, covalent bonds correspond to troughs that occur at
large values of 1. In contrast, drops at low densities reveal

weak interactions. Transposing these signals to the real space

enables the plotting of isosurfaces in the Cartesian 3D repre-
sentation, which provides chemists with a visual understanding

of the interactions present in chemical systems.
The NCI method relies on the use of the electron density, 1.

Beyond experimental ED, this property can also be addressed
by using quantum-chemical calculations (wave function or DFT

framework). For large chemical systems, such CPU-expensive

calculations are rarely feasible. Consequently, the promolecular
density[16] (sum of simple exponential atomic functions) be-

comes an attractive option. Lacking ED relaxation, this approxi-
mate density has, however, shown to provide similar results to
the relaxed one as long as computations remain in the nonco-
valent domain.[5] Thus, promolecular densities are useful to

study biomolecular systems, typically ligand–receptor interac-
tions, and only require the geometry as input.

To understand the new dg-IGM approach proposed herein, it
is important to understand where the s 1ð Þ shape comes from
in the NCI methodology. Without any interaction present in
the system, no singular drop appears in the steady exponential
decay of the s 1ð Þ function. This is why any peculiar collapse

observed in s 1ð Þ plays a key role in the success of identifying
chemical interactions within the NCI methodology. However,

quantifying these drops within the NCI approach is difficult
due to the need for a noninteracting reference. Initially, mono-
mer densities were used as a reference. However, this refer-

ence is not well defined for heterodimers, let alone intramolec-
ular interactions. In a recent study,[13] by using a promolecular

density expression, we looked more closely at the origin of
these drops observed in the NCI plot.

In the regions located between two (or more) electron sour-
ces (as illustrated by point 1 on the simplified picture in
Figure 1), the atomic ED contragradience weakens the total
gradient ED r1j j. It should be noted that Wilson and Goddard

first introduced the term contragradience within the molecular
orbital approach. They used it for orbital pairs with opposite

gradients,[17] which they identified as a characteristic needed
for chemical bond formation. As shown in Ref. [13] , this con-

cept can be extended to the ED itself. In the region between

electron sources A and B, because the total gradient r1j j is at-
tenuated and falls to zero at the bond critical point (BCP), the

numerator of s rð Þ (and, consequently, s rð Þ) suddenly drops. To
quantify this drop, we previously proposed a new virtual refer-

ence characteristic of noninteracting atoms, the IGM. In this
model, promolecular atomic EDs are summed up but the asso-

ciated atomic gradients are not allowed to interfere. This is

achieved by using absolute values upon summing atomic gra-
dients, which erases any ED contragradience feature. This arti-

fice brings the system into a virtual state in which individual
gradients have been added (e.g. , at point 2 in Figure 1) but
keep the true ED. The resulting total gradient r1IGM

44 44 is then
an upper limit of the true gradient, and the difference between

them, dg rð Þ, quantifies the net ED gradient collapse due to in-
teractions. In other words, the dg descriptor identifies the pres-
ence of opposite signs in the components of the total ED gra-
dient r1 rð Þj j due to interactions.

The first issue in addressing implementation of the IGM is to

express the total gradient as a sum of individual terms associ-
ated with ED sources. Separation of the total ED gradient

r1 rð Þ into atomic contributions is a natural part of the promo-
lecular (frozen) density. This clearly facilitates the implementa-
tion of the IGM. As the next logical step, this work aims to

extend the range of applicability of the IGM to relaxed densi-
ties calculated from a wave function. This further step towards

quantum ED is extremely important to be able to address
intra- and intermolecular bonding features in organic chemis-

Figure 1. Simplified illustration of the IGM applied for two electronic sources
A and B associated with their own individual ED gradients r1A rð Þ and
r1B rð Þ, which lead to the expression of dg at point r ; gradient attenuation
occurs at point 1.
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try and inorganic and biomolecule examples, with applications
in chemical reactivity in which large ED rearrangements take

place. To this end, in a preliminary step we propose a well-de-
fined way to cast the orbital-based ED gradient components

within the IGM. To our knowledge, this is the first time that
such an orbital partitioning of a molecular ED gradient has

been proposed to carry out an ED topological analysis. A very
attractive feature of the IGM is to provide an uncoupling

scheme that automatically separates intra- and interfragment

interactions. We will show that this possibility remains with ED
1 coming from quantum-mechanical calculations. Finally, a

new tool is proposed to extract the signature of atom-pair in-
teractions.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first
show that use of a Mulliken-like approach to divide the ED gra-
dient into orbital contributions is not suitable within the IGM.

Next, by using a single-determinant wave function, we pro-
pose the gradient-based partition (GBP) scheme that gives rel-

evant results. Then, we present an implementation of the IGM
based on that gradient partitioning. In Section 3, we show
plots of s rð Þ and dg rð Þ for the water dimer and explain how
the IGM actually extracts information for interactions present

in the chemical system. After interpreting these plots, we pro-

vide two prototypical examples of organic chemistry to show
the possibilities offered by the two uncoupling schemes pro-

posed (interactions between fragment or atom pairs).

2. Methodology

It should first be noted that division of the total ED 1 into indi-

vidual sources (orbitals or atoms) is not an imperative require-

ment to implement the IGM. Indeed, the aim of the IGM is not
to derive atomic charges. The opportunity for using the IGM

only relies on the ability to divide the total ED gradient, r1,
into local contributions that may be assigned to ED sources.

Thus a noninteracting reference (IGM) can be defined, in which
the individual terms involved in the expression of the total gra-

dient are added up in absolute value. To achieve this, we first

show that a Mulliken-like approach is not suitable. Next, we
propose the GBP to be used within the IGM.

2.1. Mulliken: A Partition Scheme Unsuited to the IGM

In principle, an obvious strategy to construct a partitioned ED
gradient would be to start from a partitioned ED. By nature,

the promolecular ED satisfies this condition (sources are
atoms), and subsequently so does its associated gradient. We

took this path in our previous work to derive the dg descriptor

based on promolecular density.[13] In contrast, ED calculated
from a wave function cannot straightforwardly be assigned to

individual atoms or orbitals. In the case of a closed-shell
system described by a single determinant wave function with

each molecular orbital (MO) yk occupied by two electrons, the
total ED 1 at r is given by [Eq. (2)]:

1 rð Þ ¼ 2
Xn

k¼1

yk rð Þj j2 ð2Þ

The sum is over n spatial normalized MOs (system with 2n
electrons). When each MO yk is written as a linear combination

of N normalized atomic orbitals (AO) f, we obtain [Eq. (3)]:

1 rð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

Dijfi rð Þfj rð Þ ð3Þ

in which Dij is a term of the density matrix (Dij ¼
P

n
k¼1 2CkiCkj).

Thus, the partitioning of the ED built up from a wave function
calculation is not unique due to the existence of overlap terms

fi > fj that cannot be univocally ascribed to individual orbitals

(and subsequently to individual atoms). This problem is known
in quantum chemistry. Many partitioning basis-set-based

schemes have been proposed in the past to divide up this
overlap quantity over orbitals and thus decompose a molecule
into atoms.[18] One of the best known is the Mulliken ap-
proach,[19] which divides up the integrated electron density

coming from the shared electrons equally between the over-
lapping basis functions. It defines the population NA for an
atom A of the molecule, as in Equation (4):

NA ¼
X

i2A

Ni ð4Þ

with the sum running over the atomic orbitals centered on

atom A, and Ni is the number of electrons assigned to the AO
fi , as given by Equation (5):

Ni ¼ DSð Þi;i ¼
XN

j¼1

Dij

Z
t

fjfidt ð5Þ

in which D and S are the density matrix and overlap matrix, re-
spectively. Following Equation (5), it is then tempting to con-

sider the orbital ED local source 1i associated with the AO fi

[Eq. (6)]:

1i ¼
XN

j¼1

Dijfjfi ð6Þ

The resulting component x of the ED gradient contribution
for AO fi would then be [Eq. (7)]:

@1i

@x
¼ @fi

@x

XN

j¼1

Dijfj þ fi

XN

j¼1

Dij

@fj

@x
ð7Þ

Unfortunately, this ED gradient decomposition scheme leads

to undesirable results within the dg-IGM (presented below).
Preliminary tests have been performed on the C2H2 molecule,

which includes, among others, unbalanced basis sets (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S1). It does not suitably de-

scribe the interaction regions. This is likely due to the mathe-
matical form of @1i=@x that is not solely governed by the AO
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gradient @fi=@x, but also involves derivatives taken on other
AOs fj . Moreover, the results are very sensitive to the basis set,

as is known to happen in the calculation of charges. Therefore,
Mulliken partitioning is not used herein. Instead, we formulat-

ed an orbital partition of the ED gradient without resorting to
any ED decomposition scheme, which leads to a formula

[Eq. (10)] that is different from Equation (7).

2.2. Gradient-Based Partitioning (GBP)

Starting from Equation (3), the x component of the ED gradi-

ent is given by Equation (8):

@1

@x
¼
XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

Dij

@fi

@x
fj þ fi

@fj

@x

+ *
ð8Þ

Because each element fjð@fi=@xÞ appears twice in the sym-
metric i > j matrix, we propose to put together terms with the

same orbital derivative (which in the Mulliken scheme would
belong to different atomic contributions, see the Supporting

Information for an example), as in Equations (9) and (10):

@1

@x
¼
XN

i¼1

@1i

@x
ð9Þ

@1i

@x
¼ 2

@fi

@x

XN

j¼1

Dijfj ð10Þ

It is important to note that this gradient partitioning differs

from the gradient partitioning derived from the Mulliken

scheme in Equation (7) (see the Supporting Information). Here,
although all AOs fj are involved in Equation (10), the deriva-

tive is only taken on fi . We then propose that each @1i=@x
term be considered as an individual gradient element assigned

to AO fi (similar equations apply to components y and z).
Thus, the partition is carried out uniquely for each orbital al-
though the final terms are nonlocal (they involve all other orbi-

tals). For interpretation purposes, it can be noted that the
@1i=@x component can also be expressed as [Eq. (11)]:

@1i

@x
¼ 4

@fi

@x

Xn

k¼1

Ckiyk ð11Þ

2.3. Independent Gradient Model (IGM)

The presence of individual components of opposite signs in
the sum given by Equation (9) causes an attenuation of the

total gradient. This is illustrated in Figure 1 in between elec-
tron sources A and B (point 1). To quantify the degree of inter-

action between ED sources with such opposite gradients, we

need a noninteracting reference. Based on Equation (9), to
build this gradient reference, the idea is then to erase mathe-

matically any contragradience feature in this sum. This can be
done by artificially imposing the same sign for every term. In

our previous study,[13] in which we introduced the IGM based
on atomic densities (promolecular ED), this was achieved by

adding up in absolute value the atomic gradient components
in this sum. However, in this case (QM calculations), the ED
sources are orbitals and it is important to avoid the detection
of intra-atomic contragradience. Indeed, in an atom, such pos-
sible intershell contragradience does not correspond to inter-
actions between atoms that we want to characterize. To do so,

electron sources at each point P are divided as L or R depend-
ing on their situation with respect to P. Thus, the IGM refer-

ence at that point is constructed as follows for each orthogo-
nal direction [Eq. (12)]:

@1

@x

. -IGM

¼
XL

l¼1

@1l

@x

44444
44444þ XR

r¼1

@1r

@x

44444
44444 ð12Þ

in which l runs over all AOs located to the left of grid point P,

and r runs over all AOs located to the right of grid point P
(N ¼ Lþ RÞ. This way, thanks to the use of absolute values,

only the interactions between the contragradient electron
sources of groups L and R are turned off. Therefore, the inde-

pendent gradient model is a virtual reference with the true ED
1 but in which ED gradient sources facing each other in space

are not allowed to interfere. It is worth noting that, following

this procedure, AOs centered on the same atom necessarily
belong to the same group (L or R) and thus are not allowed to

interact within the dg descriptor described hereafter.

The norms r1j j and r1IGM
44 44 of the true ED gradient and of

the reference IGM gradient, respectively, can be computed
based on the three components described by Equations (9)

and (12).

2.4. The dg Descriptor within the IGM

The new dg index defined in our previous work[13] is based on

the difference between the noninteracting reference r1IGM
44 44

(the norm of the ED gradient calculated with the IGM) and the

real system [Eq. (13)]:

dg ¼ r1IGM
44 44@ r1j j ð13Þ

The gradient r1IGM
44 44 being an upper limit of the true molec-

ular ED gradient norm r1j j, dgð> 0Þ is a measure of the ED
gradient collapse caused by electron sharing between contra-

gradient ED sources present in the chemical system. Possibly,
we could consider ds ¼ s 1ð ÞIGM @ s 1ð Þ (i.e. dg=14=3), but it has
not been employed herein because we demonstrated in our

previous work[13] that, due to its mathematical form (not divid-
ing by 14=3), dg is better suited for the IGM reference. However,

for the sake of clarity and to progress toward an understand-
ing of the dg content, s 1ð Þ and s 1ð ÞIGM are reported and com-

pared for the first two 1D examples.

In Figure 2a, the first application of the IGM reference to the
hydrogen molecule (H2) is addressed at the quantum-mechani-

cal low-level of theory HF/STO-3G. r1j j (dashed red line) and
r1IGM
44 44 (red circles) exactly coincide outside the internuclear

region at which no ED interference is expected. Between the
atoms, the new reference r1IGM

44 44 is always greater than the
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gradient r1j j, and gives rise to non-zero values of dg in this

region. As expected, the largest value of dg (0.7 a.u.) occurs at
the BCP. The plots of s 1ð Þ and s 1ð ÞIGM, obtained by using Equa-

tion (1) but with reference r1IGM
44 44, are also reported. The drop

observed between atoms in the NCI original descriptor s 1ð Þ
cancels in the s 1ð ÞIGM representation. It can be noted that, like

the NCI descriptor, dg describes interactions not only at the
BCP but also in its surroundings.

The effect of extending the primitive basis set has been in-
vestigated by using the 6-311 + + G** basis set (which corre-

sponds to adding diffuse and polarization functions on hydro-
gen atoms). The two resulting dg plots in Figure 2b exhibit

very similar shapes with a relatively small difference in dg at

the BCP (less than 14 %). The use of DFT (M06-2X functional)
hardly changes the dg plot despite its known failure to repro-

duce correct densities.[20] The study of the stability of dg versus
the level of theory has been extended to the FH···NCH system

and is reported in the Supporting Information. It appears that
when the GBP scheme is employed within the IGM, the result-

ing interaction signature (both covalent and noncovalent)

measured by using dg remains nearly unaltered.
In a second step, we computed s 1ð Þ, s 1ð ÞIGM, and dg for the

nitrogen molecule. As shown in Figure 3a, s 1ð ÞIGM detaches
from s 1ð Þ in the internuclear region: @0.5 to 0.5 bohr, in which

dg takes nonzero values with a maximum at the BCP. Com-
pared with H2 (dgmax = 0.7 a.u.), more substantial ED gradient

drops are observed in the case of N2 (dgmax = 1.7 a.u.). This
result is in agreement with the respective bond orders, triple
in N2 but single in H2. Next, we assessed the contribution of

each individual molecular orbital yk to the dg descriptor. To do
so, in Equation (11), the sum over MOs was reduced to one

single term (k) according to the MO examined. The results are
presented in Figure 3b for each occupied MO k of N2. Al-

though nonadditive (dg is based on a norm calculation and is

not the sum of the contributions reported in this figure), valua-
ble information can be drawn from this MO analysis. As can be

seen, core orbitals do not participate in the ED gradient col-
lapse that occurs between nuclei. In contrast, bonding molecu-

lar orbitals s2s and s2pz
make important individual contribu-

tions to dg. The (filled) antibonding orbital s*
2s features abso-

lutely no ED gradient drop in the bonding region. Only small

contributions are observed but close to the nucleus. These re-
sults can be understood thanks to Equation (11); see the Sup-

porting Information for a full detailed explanation.
A two-dimensional representation of dg is given in Figure 3c

and d for MOs s2pz
and py , respectively. It offers an illustration

of the difference between s- and p-type bonding in terms of
ED gradient softening. Whereas intense electron sharing is ob-

served along the internuclear axis for the s2pz
MO, significant

but lower values of dg are observed laterally outside the mo-

lecular axis for the py orbital. This result is consistent with the
known features of a p bond that is more diffuse than a s

bond. Clearly, dg detects places at which the ED curvature

changes as the electron cloud of the atoms overlaps.

2.5. Comparison with Some Other Descriptors

The underlying idea of the proposed IGM and its associated dg

descriptor is that interaction regions are areas of space at
which the curvature of the electron density is altered when ED

sources interpenetrate. Deviation from the single-exponential
behavior normally observed for ED in isolated atoms can be

addressed with descriptors, such as NCI or LED.[3] Thanks to

the use of absolute values, the IGM provides a new reference
also associated with single-exponential behavior. Just like the

LED,[21] dg belongs to the family of nondimensionless descrip-
tors.

2.6. Automatic Separation of Intra- and Intermolecular In-
teractions

An attractive feature of the IGM is to provide a way to cancel

the interaction between user-selected fragments properly
while preserving interaction inside these fragments. By rear-

ranging Equation (12), as we did in Ref. [13] , we obtain Equa-

tion (14) for two molecular fragments A and B :

@1

@x

. -IGM;inter

¼
XA

a¼1

@1A

@x

44444
44444þ XB

b¼1

@1B

@x

44444
44444 ð14Þ

Figure 2. H2 molecule (dHH = 1.35 a.u. , obtained at the HF/STO-3G level of theory) a) r1j j (dashed red line), r1IGM
44 44 (red circles), dg (solid red line), s 1ð Þ (solid

black line), and s 1ð ÞIGM (dashed black line); properties calculated from the HF/STO-3G wave function along the internuclear axis for H2 with the zero set at the
BCP. b) dg [a.u.] computed at three different levels of theory: HF/STO-3G (solid line), HF/6-311 + + G** (with diffuse and polarization functions on hydrogen
atoms, dashed line), and DFT(M06-2X/6-311 + + G**, dotted line).
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in which a runs over all AOs centered on fragment A atoms
whereas b runs over all AOs centered on fragment B atoms. In
other words, the ED gradient interferences inside fragment A
or B are maintained. However, adding the absolute values to

the two building blocks A and B turns off any interaction be-
tween them. Here, the exponent term “IGM; inter” means that
only interactions between fragments are cancelled. This quan-
tity is then used to extract solely the desired A@ B interaction
present in r1j j. Accordingly, we define dginter (and subsequent-
ly dgintra) as follows [Eqs. (15), (16)]:

dginter ¼ r1IGM;inter
44 44@ r1j j ð15Þ

dgintra ¼ r1IGM
44 44@ r1IGM;inter

44 44 ð16Þ

These contributions are well separated and thus additive,

dg ¼ dgintra þ dginter . In this uncoupling scheme, dgintra and

dginter separately describe interactions inside each fragment
and between fragments, respectively.

2.7. Pair Interaction

Finally, let us consider Equation (12) limited to the subset of M
AOs centered on only two selected atoms [Eq. (17)]:

@1

@x

. -IGM;pair

¼
XLM

l¼1

@1l

@x

44444
44444þ XRM

r¼1

@1r

@x

44444
44444 ð17Þ

in which M ¼ LM þ RM is the total number of AOs on these two
atoms (LM and RM, the orbitals to the left and right of grid

point P, respectively). Thanks to the absolute values, the IGM
provides a reference for which ED gradient interferences are
cancelled at every point P between these two atoms, com-
pared with the situation in which gradient attenuation can
occur [Eq. (18)]:

@1

@x

. -pair

¼
XM

m¼1

@1m

@x

44444
44444 ð18Þ

This is the same as Equation (9), but limited to the subset of M
AOs centered on the two selected atoms. The resulting

dgpair ¼ r1IGM;pair
44 44@ r1pair

44 44 will take nonzero values when
electronic clouds located on the atom pair perturb each other.

3. Results and Discussion

The water dimer was selected first to test the dg descriptor

carried out from an electronic wave function as a prototype of
hydrogen bonding. In the following, as in the NCI methodolo-

Figure 3. N2 molecule (dNN = 2.1 a.u.), geometry and wave function obtained at the DFT(M06-2X/6-311 + + G**) level of theory: a) s 1ð Þ (solid black line),
s 1ð ÞIGM(dashed black line), and dg(red line); gradients r1j jand r1IGM

44 44 are not reported for the sake of clarity. Properties were calculated along the internu-
clear axis for N2 with zero set at the BCP. b) dg computed individually for five occupied MOs of N2 . c) dg computed in the y–z plane for the s2pz

MO. d) dg
computed in the y–z plane for the py MO. Properties are reported in a.u.
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gy, the sign of the second eigenvalue of the ED hessian matrix
is used to distinguish between attractive (l2 < 0) and repulsive

ðl2 > 0Þ situations. First, as previously demonstrated for pro-
molecular density,[13] Figure 4a reveals that the ED gradient

r1j j itself carries information on the presence of interactions:
drops are observed for the gradient in the same place as for

s 1ð Þ, that is, around the density critical points. In the s 1ð Þ plot,

division by 14=3 magnifies the troughs, mainly at low density at
which the hydrogen-bond interaction is revealed in a more ob-

vious way than in the r1j j plot. In Figure 4b, all troughs
(strong and weak interactions) have been cancelled by using

reference r1IGM
44 44. This result justifies and endorses our IGM

coupled to the proposed GBP scheme over the whole spec-

trum of interactions by using a self-consistent quantum-me-

Figure 4. s(1) (red), ED gradient (green), dg(1) (blue), promolecular dg(1) (orange); a, d) all interactions are preserved, b) all interactions cancel, c, f) intermolec-
ular interactions are turned off, e) intermolecular interactions, g) evolution of s(1) and dg(1) along the water dimer dissociation reaction path; ED obtained at
the DFT(M06-2X/6-311 + + G**) level of theory; properties reported in a.u.
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chanical ED. Moreover, the inter-/intra-uncoupling IGM scheme
[Eqs. (14)–(16)] delivers the expected result in Figure 4c: we

can gain specific access to intramolecular troughs, with weak
interactions now fully eliminated from the NCI plot. A mere dif-

ference in the plots in Figure 4c and a would then provide the
intermolecular interaction. The dg descriptor is plotted in Fig-

ure 4d as a function of the signed ED. Signals observed in
both NCI plots and dg plots exactly coincide because they are

centered on the BCPs. The wide spike revealed at high density

corresponds to the O@H covalent bonds, whereas hydrogen
bonding is disclosed at low density. With a single treatment,

thanks to the IGM uncoupling scheme, detailed information
can be directly obtained for the noncovalent domain (Fig-

ure 4e). It can be noted that the hydrogen bond is character-
ized by small ED gradient alterations (dgmax ¼ 0:06 a.u.), one

order of magnitude lower than ED interferences detected for

the O@H bond (dgmax ¼ 0:9 a.u.). Thus, while the absolute
value of the NCI descriptor s 1ð Þ is not characteristic of the kind

of interaction, dg is clearly able to distinguish between strong
and weak interactions. However, we would like to emphasize

that dg values are in no case connected to the interaction
energy. dg does not consider fragments taken at infinite sepa-

ration. In other respects, it can be noted (orange plot in Fig-

ure 4f) that the promolecular ED clearly underestimates ED
gradient drops for covalent bonding (dgpro

O@H ¼ 0:4 vs.

dgQM
O@H ¼ 0:9). In contrast, in the domain of weak interactions,

SCF quantum-mechanical ED and frozen promolecular ED have

very similar features, which have served to validate the promo-
lecular approach for weak interactions in the past. As can be

expected from Equation (1), dg rð Þ and s rð Þ signals coincide on

the ED axis as far as QTAIM critical points are concerned (s 1ð Þ
shows more critical points related to the shell structure). How-

ever, one advantage of the dg approach over the NCI method
(without a reference) is that peaks are only observed when in-

teractions occur. For example, the dginter plot shown in Fig-
ure 4g has very clearly delimited peaks, and the signal gradual-
ly vanishes as we stretch the hydrogen bond, owing to the use

of the IGM reference. Instead, the s 1ð Þ representation still dis-
played a sharp spike at very low density due to the symmetry
imposed by the presence of a BCP, even when there was no in-
teraction anymore. In this case, analysis of the absence of an

interaction must be done in 3D: the volume of the s 1ð Þ isosur-
face vanishes, as shown in Ref. [11]. Let us now turn to the

visual analysis in molecular space provided by the dg descrip-

tor. As described for s 1ð Þ, dg isosurfaces can be constructed
and colored on a RGB color scale according to the density

value oriented with the sign of l2.
As expected from its own definition, dg isosurfaces are cen-

tered on the BCP (not directly apparent in Figure 5). The pic-
ture delivered by the dgintra descriptor only shows covalent

bonds. Compared with the s 1ð Þ descriptor, dg (which does not

divide by 14=3) gives rise to a slightly different (more elongat-
ed) shape of the covalent envelopes. Also, a more convex

shape is obtained for dginter compared with the compact pill
shape of the s 1ð Þ isosurface.

Whereas NCI was developed to highlight noncovalent fea-
tures in particular, this requires the definition of cutoff densi-

ties. When IGM is used, the application of appropriate ED cut-
offs is no longer required to select the desired interaction

window (strong intramolecular or weak intermolecular) and to
generate associated isocontours. Moreover, the proposed pro-

cedure is able to separate weak intra- and intermolecular inter-
actions automatically, without handling input parameters. This

uncoupling workflow is not limited to the study of intermolec-

ular interactions. Indeed, user-defined fragments can be pieces
of a single molecule. The following study of the hexamethyl-

benzene dication is a noteworthy example of the usefulness of
dginter . Very recently, the pentagonal pyramidal structure of this

species was confirmed by using X-ray crystallography and DFT
calculations.[22] In this unconventional structure (unstable at

RT), the interaction between the apical carbon and the five-

membered ring involves a hexacoordinated carbon atom. The
very unusual interaction of this apical carbon prompted us to
investigate the bonding situation in this molecule by using the
dg-IGM.

The skeletal formula used herein is reported in square brack-
ets in Figure 6a. It can be formally thought of as being com-

posed of the cations C5 CH3ð Þ5þ and CH3Cþ. To probe the inter-
actions around the controversial apical carbon, the two frag-
ments considered for carrying out the uncoupling IGM scheme

are 1) the apical atom alone and 2) the rest of the molecule.
The resulting intrafragment 2D plot is represented in Figure 6a.

It is composed of covalent interaction signatures (Figure 6b)
identified by using QTAIM analysis (Figure 6c). It is worth

noting that dgintra also reveals vdW interactions between the

five methyl groups (Figure 6d) and the signature of the ring
closure, which takes the form of a cigar-shaped isosurface (but

not associated with a critical point here).
More interesting is the dginter 2D plot that shows only two

kinds of signals (Figure 6e). As expected, the first is associated
with a standard single C@C bond (dgBCP ¼ 0:50) as illustrated in

Figure 5. Comparison between interaction isosurfaces for the water dimer
(isovalues in a.u.) ; color coding in the range @0:4 < sign l2ð Þ < 0:4 a.u. ;
a) s 1ð Þ ¼ 0:22, b) dgintra ¼ 0:67, c) dginter ¼ 0:048.
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Figure 6f. The second signal is a nearly symmetric twin peak of
opposite values of the sign l2ð Þ1 and is significantly weaker

(dg ¼ 0:30=0:28Þ. This smaller signal is associated with the

(large) unconventional pyramidal C@C bonds experimentally
observed in this compound (1:7 a). It takes the form of a ring

envelope on the 3D representation (Figure 6f). In other words,
the ED gradient attenuation due to electron sharing between

the apical carbon and C5 CH3ð Þ5þ is in fact delocalized over the
ring. A careful analysis shows that, according to the sign of l2,
these ED gradient drops occur in an alternating sequence of

attractive and repulsive areas. This is fully in agreement with
the QTAIM analysis, which disclosed alternating BCPs and ring
critical points (RCPs) along a ring located above the C5 plane.
The BCPs located on the five lines that join the apical carbon

to the basal carbons correspond to the attractive part of the
dginter signal. The repulsive part is associated with the five RCPs

located between these lines. Looking closer at the 3D repre-
sentation (Figure 6f), it appears that electron sharing assigned
to attractive interactions along the five lines of the pyramid

roof (dg ¼ 0:30Þ expands over a slightly greater volume than
the one that occurs in repulsive areas dg ¼ 0:28ð Þ: These two

types of interaction counterbalance, and the net effect is
slightly stabilizing and responsible for the (weak) cohesion ob-

served experimentally.

Finally, an extremely appealing feature of the IGM is the op-
portunity to monitor separately selected bonds. Here, we have

taken b-thioaminoacrolein as an example; its skeletal formula
is reported in Figure 7a. As usual, the NCI analysis discloses

troughs in the s 1ð Þ diagram in the high ED domain (above
@0.2 a.u.), which corresponds to covalent interactions, as well

as two sharp signals in the low ED domain, which lead to the
3D representation reported in the same panel. Like NCI, the

dg-IGM (Figure 7b) is able to describe covalent bonding that

results in isosurfaces of different shapes, which enables us to
identify the bonding type. Compared with the dg representa-

tions, it is clear that the division by 14=3 used in NCI stretches
the s 1ð Þ signals on the 2D plot and allows us to capture the

whole range of interactions at once (strong and weak, i.e. H···N
hydrogen bonding and intramolecular ring closure) for a given
s 1ð Þ isovalue, which is an advantage over the dg approach.

However, a further detailed dg picture can be obtained
through the use of dgpair descriptors. In Figure 7c, we superim-

posed the dgpair plots computed for eight atom pairs of the
molecule [Eqs. (17) and (18)] and associated with covalent-

bonding or hydrogen-bonding situations. This treatment re-
vealed the details behind the overall contour of dg 1ð Þ, and by

extension behind the NCI profile. In particular, the C@C (green)
and C@H (red) peaks clearly emerge from this picture. Also, the
C=C peak, initially drowned out by the N@H signal, is now fully

visible. As a consequence, isosurfaces can be separately con-
structed for pair interactions in the 3D representation. This

paves the way for monitoring of specific interactions that
occur during a reaction. Similar to what was done previously

within the NCI approach,[23] we can, for example, consider

monitoring a breaking C@X bond that progressively moves to
a noncovalent situation over the course of a SN2 reaction. This

work is in progress in our group.
The reader could be tempted to associate dg magnitude

with the interaction “strength”. However, at the present stage
of investigation, a deeper understanding of the chemical

Figure 6. dg 2D plots and 3D isocontours for the hexamethylbenzene dication treated as the assembly of two fragments, an apical carbon and the rest of the
molecule; color coding in the range @0:5 < sign l2ð Þ < 0:5 a.u, isovalues in a.u. a, b, d): Intrafragment contribution to dg for the two fragments,
dgintra=strong 1ð Þ ¼ 0:25 and dgintra=weak 1ð Þ ¼ 0:075 isosurfaces. c) QTAIM analysis with BCPs and RCPs shown in orange and purple, respectively. e, f) interfragment
contribution to dg for the two fragments, dginter 1ð Þ ¼ 0:25 isosurface.
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meaning of dg is yet to be achieved. The value of dg is related
to density reconstruction and thus to the strength of the
bond, but not in a direct manner. Interaction signatures dgpair

have a more-or-less flared shape, which suggests that attempts
to correlate energetics or bond indexes to the dg descriptor
should consider integration schemes. It is worth noting that

dg-IGM offers a clear advantage over the previous integration
scheme (which requires a spline interpolation for the noninter-
acting system to be carried out separately) implemented in the
NCI method.[11] Indeed, thanks to the IGM, noninteracting refer-
ence can be defined with just an extra line of code, which

speeds up the calculation considerably. For heterodimers, the
issue of choosing between two reference splines no longer

arises.

4. Summary and Outlook

This paper reports on an ongoing effort to develop methods

able to reveal molecular interaction signatures from the ED
topology. It follows a very recent work that presented a new

reference model, the IGM, which was initially developed for
promolecular ED. Herein, this model is extended to relaxed ED

for closed-shell single-determinant wave functions. First, we
cast the orbital-based ED gradient in a form that is most effec-

tive to divide it into components that may be assigned to ED
gradient sources (atomic orbitals). This GBP is the fundamental

prerequisite to carry out the IGM. Next, by regrouping gradient

sources into two sets according to their position relative to the
current grid point and by using absolute values taken around

each set, we have proposed a fully noninteracting gradient ref-
erence r1IGM

44 44, an upper limit of the true ED gradient r1j j.
The resulting difference, the dg descriptor, is a measure of
electron sharing brought by ED contragradience, a concept ini-

tially developed for orbital pairs with opposite gradients. The

model has been analyzed and tested for simple cases and
more sophisticated ones. As with the NCI approach, 3D isosur-

faces can be constructed and enable spatial representations
that cover a large range of interactions associated or not with

the BCP, that is, covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, van der
Waals interactions, and steric clashes. One major interesting

Figure 7. s 1ð Þ and dg 2D and 3D plots for b-thioaminoacrolein, isosurface color coding in the range @0:5 < sign l2ð Þ < 0:5 a.u, isovalues in a.u. a) s 1ð Þ ¼ 0:12
isosurfaces, b) dg ¼ 0:30 isosurfaces, c) superposition of eight individual dgpair 2D plots, selection of three dgpair ¼ 0:30 isosurfaces for covalent bonds and
one dgpair ¼ 0:05 isosurface for the intramolecular hydrogen bond.
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use of dg is to only describe interaction situations, which
makes it a key asset for integration schemes that have

emerged in the past few years to find a relationship between
local properties in such regions and energetics properties.

Note, however, that by construction the dg-IGM is limited to
theoretical ED models, which rules out the use of experimental

ED, whereas the NCI approach has no such limitation. Another
advantage of these s 1ð Þ isosurfaces is that they lead to “chemi-

cal” topological charges connected to the conceptual meaning

of shell structure in atoms.[24]

A compelling feature of the IGM is that it enables the design
of customized ED references that cancel interactions between
user-selected groups of atoms. Across two case studies, we

have illustrated the usefulness of two such IGM schemes. On
the one hand, we have shown how to uncouple intra- from in-

terfragment interactions. The dginter index enables automatic

extraction of interfragment interaction signatures without sup-
plying any user-dependent parameter. On the other hand, we

have made use of a new procedure to target a specific given
atom-pair interaction in a molecule. These uncoupling tools

should prove useful in exploring the interaction patterns of
molecular systems over a large scale of strength. Also they pro-

vide new opportunities to monitor chemical changes that

occur in a reaction by using data from reaction-path calcula-
tions. This work is in progress in our group.

Attempts are currently underway to exploit the dg descrip-
tor within integration schemes for chemical bonding studies.

In fact, although the spatial representations generated from dg
reflect the common chemical concept of bond in a clear and

intuitive manner, being distinctly different for single or double

bonds, and although the dg magnitude is able to distinguish
between weak and strong interactions and even to make an

appropriate distinction between certain covalent bonds, the
chemical content of this descriptor remains to be determined.

Thus, work is still required to establish a proper correlation
with properties such as energy bonding or force constant, or

bonding index.

Computational Methods

All descriptor computations were carried out by using IGMPlot[25]

(promolecular ED) and a modified version of NCIPlot (quantum-me-
chanics ED).[26] If not otherwise stated, full geometry optimizations
have been performed at the DFT (M06-2X/6-311 + + G**) level of
theory in the gas phase by using the Gaussian 09 package.[27] Every
minimum was carefully characterized through harmonic analysis
(stationary points with no imaginary frequencies). Geometry opti-
mization of the hexamethyl dication has been carried out at the
DFT (B3LYP/Def2TZVP) level of theory (singlet state) as mentioned
by the authors.[22]
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